**Hyrax v3.0 MAP Documentation Review Working Group**

**Meeting 2020-03-25**

**Connection Info:**
9-9:40am EST  
via Lafayette Zoom: [https://lafayette.zoom.us/j/2868405724](https://lafayette.zoom.us/j/2868405724)  
*call ended after 40 minutes because of Zoom SNAFU*

**Notetaker:** Nora Egloff

**Attendees:**
- Annamarie Klose  
- Julie Hardesty  
- Emily Ping O'Brien  
- Emily Stenberg  
- Anna Goslen

**Agenda/Notes:**

- First regular meeting of this WG  
  *Goal is to work as a group on collecting and review existing Hyrax metadata documentation for approximately the next 4 weeks*

- Review of Existing Hyrax Metadata Documentation  
  *discussion and walkthrough of the documentation landscape  
  *folks agree that the best starting point would be to do a systematic review of the Metadata Application Profile itself  
  then update Knowledge Base, websites, wiki pages after all changes are documented in a new MAP*

- Copy of the Hyrax 2.0 Metadata Application Profile  
  *review of MAP, GitHub issues tagged metadata (open and closed issues), samvera-metadataist GitHub team questions, and Nurax to determine current practice  
  *as a rule, when making changes to the MAP, comment with the rationale and link to the issue # or other source  
  NE will email Tom Johnson re: issue #3293 to confirm if 'license' property ever had predicate change completed  
  *would be helpful to add a 'label' column to the new MAP since the predicate/property in the code does not always equate to the public interface label in the form  
  Any other columns that would be useful for implementers in a MAP documentation?  
  Should new 3.0 MAP documentation be a Google Sheet, since columns are outgrowing the document format?*

- Next steps  
  *Next meeting will be Wednesday, 2020-04-08 from 9-10am EST, will be also be a working meeting  
  *Future WG calls will be via Google Hangouts since Lafayette has limited Pro accounts available*